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SANNA Chairman’s Christmas Message 
Merry Christmas, a very prosperous 2022 and Happy Holidays to our 

Naturist community. 

The end of 2021 is just around the corner and all of us have been looking forward to the 

HOT summer weather. It was again a very tough year with Covid-19 pandemic not fully 

contained. We still need to be careful not to spread the virus, by wearing a mask and 

sanitizing regularly. Naturists are always looking forward to the summer holidays and 

to enjoy the sun. Holiday time is usually synonymous with Sand, Sea and Bushveld.   

Summer is the time we are able to tan and swim in our birthday suits. During the sunny 

summer weather, we need to protect ourselves against the harsh sun and still get a nice 

all over tan that is synonymous with summer. Good summer advice is to always use UV 

protection, against the harsh sun.  

SANNA and the regional (Provincial) Associations did their best to arrange get-

togethers in times of COVID-19 lockdown levels, and they succeeded in these difficult 

times.  Thank you to the Manco members of GNA, KZNNA, WCNA and SANNA for doing a 

good job, always striving to promote naturism in South Africa. The Manco of SANNA was 

also busy behind the scenes trying to keep all systems going.  

SANNA had an AGM on 25 September 2021 and a new Manco was elected. The SANNA 

Manco consist of the provincial associations’ chairman and vice chairman as well as 

Lofty for Marketing, Henry to advise and lead the IT issues and Chris representing the 

Eastern Cape. These people will be assisting the Provincial Associations to look at all the 

high-level issues so that the Association Manco’s can focus on attracting new members, 

finding new venues and arranging get-togethers.  

As December marks the end of yet another year we can celebrate it in style by attending 

the GNA Bash on the long weekend from 16 to 19 December. There will also be guests 

from KZNNA and WCNA that will visit SunEden for the Bash. 

WCNA had their AGM and camping weekend on 27 November, and KZNNA had their 

end of year get-together at Kingfisher Lakeside Resort on 6 November. 

In conclusion I would again like to thank all the hard-working Management Committee 

members of all the Associations for their dedication to a cause that is very important to 

all of us.  

We need to continue to market the lifestyle and promote Naturism as much as possible 

to ensure the growth of the South African Naturist community. We will still engage with 

Government in order to challenge ACT that makes Nudity illegal in Public Places, and 

which prevents us from having official naturist beaches. If we have large numbers of 
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Naturist Members, to support the cause, it will significantly improve our chances of 

success. So if you are not a member please apply for membership online now! 

Christo Bothma 

SANNA Chairman 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

Naturist Contact Details 
 

(NOT ALL OF THESE ARE MEMBERS OF SANNA) 

NATURIST ASSOCIATIONS 

Organisation / 
Province 

Chairperson / 
Contact Person 

E-mail Contact 
Number 

South African National 
Naturist Association 

(SANNA) 

Christo  chairman@sanna.org.za 073 178 0779 

Western Cape Naturist 
Association (WCNA) 

Dirk  chairman@wcna.org.za 083 296 7646 

Northern Cape Christo chairman@sanna.org.za  073 178 0779 

Gauteng Naturist 
Association (GNA) 

Dale chairman@gna.org.za 076 046 6533 

North West Naturist 
Association (NWNA) 

Dale chairman@gna.org.za 076 046 6533 

Mpumalanga Dale chairman@gna.org.za 076 046 6533 

Limpopo Dale chairman@gna.org.za 076 046 6533 

Eastern Cape Chris Ce31231@gmail.com 
 

082 864 2427 

KwaZulu Natal Naturist 
Association (KZNNA) 

Wayne chairman@kznna.org.za 078 348 9197 

Free State Wayne chairman@kznna.org.za 078 348 9197 

 

NATURIST RESORTS 

Establishment Contact Person E-mail Contact Number 

Harmony Nature Farm Pieter Myburgh pietermyburgh32@yahoo.com 074 185 7630 

Kiepersolkloof Naturist 
Resort 

Magda info@kiepersolkloof.com 
 

082 875 5991 

Sun Eden Naturist Resort  Maria or Kathy reception@suneden.com  071 658 0165 

NATURIST FRIENDLY ESTABLISHMENTS  

Establishment Contact 
Person 

E-mail Contact 
Number 

Affiliated to 
SANNA 

Sun Kissed 
Villas, 

Houtbay 

Charl gnatural@iafrica.com  No 

Bare 
Necessities, 
Swellendam 

Neels notneels@gmail.com 082 567 1816 No 

Butt Nothing, 
Port Elizabeth 

Gaynor info@buttnothing.co.za 083 485 6093 No 

The Hooting 
Owl, Marina 

Beach 

John stay@thehootingowl.co.za 082 408 3519 No 
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  Impenjati 
Backpackers, 
Palm Beach 

Gordon mpenjatibackpackers@gmail.com 061 406 9860 No 

Belle Isle 
B&B, 

Trafalgar 

Neville neville@nctec.co.za 
 

039 313 0067 
081 729 9479 

No 

     

Palm Beach 
Chalets 

Palm Beach 

John/Mandy  039 313 7533 No 

Vuna Valley 
Naturist 
Resort 

Ian/Licia ianlicia7@gmail.com 
 

076 840 4121 No 

Skilpad Inn 
Pretoria 

Harry naturiststaypretoria@gmail.com 
 

076 532 2786 No 

Bird of 
Paradise 

Vanderbijlpark 

Deon/Dave dd.cascades@gmail.com 
 

083 331 7779 Yes 

Kingfisher 
Lakeside 
Retreat 

Melissa www.kingfisherlakesideretreat.co.za 
kingfisherlakeside@gmail.com 

 

074 170 4242 Yes 
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Unexpected Things I Discovered while Hiking Naked – By Vonks of GNA 
 

1. Hiking in a Breeze is Refreshing 
You know those people who have tea on a hot day, so the evaporating perspiration cools 
them down? I’ve never bought that story but something similar happens when you’re hiking 
naked, only this time the cooling effect is throughout your entire body multiple times more 
than what the tea lover would enjoy. 

 
2. It’s Probably Not as Cold as You Think 

Unless you’re out in winter, it’s probably not as nippy as your mind would have you believe 
sitting on the couch... even in cloudy conditions. Obviously common sense must prevail 
here, but since you generate heat in a hike, you’ll feel colder only when you get back to just 
lounging about with a cold one in your hand. 
 

3. You Won’t Return Bruised and Scarred for Life 
Chances are you won’t even open the medical aid kit. Yeah, the leaves and branches will 
brush against you, nothing wrong with being touched by nature. Thing is, since you’re naked 
you’re slightly more observant than you might be when clothed.  So, you take it easy where 
you must, all the better for a slower hike enjoying the outdoors. 
 

4. Getting Lost makes it more Enjoyable 
You return with a story to tell, laughter to burst, and memories to cherish. Perfect 
experiences are rarely funny. If nobody dies under the axe of a Hillbilly in a “Wrong Turn” 
type execution, the debates and confusion along the way make for a good story for days. 
 

5. You’ll Want to Do it Again 
Just like with textile hiking, or many other mildly gruelling outdoor activities, as you hike, 
you’ll think of when or where next you can try it again. Is there a place closer to home you 
could visit? You might not seek to repeat the same trail if it was a little too much for you, but 
you might think of doing a simpler naked walk. 
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From Carl of KZNNA     

      

 

 

 

                              

 

 

Heaven knows, that if you are new to naturism, being naked and exposed in a public setting seems 

like an incredibly daunting prospect. Most people who have been to a naturist resort will tell you 

however that almost universally they found that their first social nudity experience was firstly, not 

nearly as stressful as they had anticipated, and secondly, that they found themselves entirely 

comfortable within a few minutes of having arrived and taking their clothes off. 

 

For many new naturists this would be their first socially nude experience. They may have been naked 

at home, naked by their pool, skinny dipped as youths and even naked on a beach, but this is 

different. This is nudity in a social environment. I think that as naturists we become so matter-of-fact 

about the human body that it just seems rather silly and childish to find nudity a ‘big deal’. We tend 

to forget that for many people they have spent so many years making sure they are not seen naked 

that suddenly revealing that which you have been keeping hidden can be a very big step. There are 

all sorts of hang-ups that people have developed, not least of which is that being naked is somehow 

“dirty”; that nudity and sex are inextricably linked and that if anyone other than a lover or doctor 

sees you naked then you are mysteriously suddenly a bad person and you should be ashamed of 

yourself. 

I don't think it was any different for us, even though we had a healthier attitude about nudity than 

most might. As a married couple we have become comfortable with our own nudity in various 

settings. As dating students, we would skinny dip with friends, and were famed in our circle for being 

the first to strip for any good reason.  Together we occasionally spent time tanning at unofficial nude 

beaches and at remote pools in the berg, and as we grew up and got married that never really 

changed.  Overseas visits saw us visiting the occasional nude beach, but we never really classified 

ourselves as nudists or naturists.  Then COVID and suddenly we were home alone a lot, not able to 

get out and live, and extra time lying in the sun naked to fight depression and feel some sense of 

freedom gave a new sense of real identity and an absolute and emphatic NEED for some sort of 

liberation. Suddenly a naturist resort made so much more sense.  Until we got to the gate! Suddenly 

the idea was overwhelming, and the immediate thought was "this is weird, and the people here 

have got to all be a bit odd"! Fear of the unknown – "It’s a new place, this is a new culture, the rules 

are different. How will this all work? Will I fit in? Will I stand out?"   

You know where this goes next don't you?  Yes. Literally minutes later we found ourselves going for 

a walk among the trees and giggling with absolute joy at the feeling of freedom we were 

experiencing. Nobody was staring.  

Nobody was behaving any differently to any other holiday venue.  
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Everyone just seemed happier!  All we had needed to do to experience it, was to get out of our own 

comfort zone. 

How sharp a contrast then was this anxiousness compared to our arrival at the Kingfisher Lakeside 

Retreat on the KZN South Coast just a few months later!  Somehow in less than half a year we had 

joined KZNNA, gone back to SunEden for a long weekend, gotten actively involved and hands on with 

managing the KZNNA Twitter account and we already felt like we had been part of the community 

forever!  Here we were for the first real KZNNA get-together since the start of the pandemic and to 

be honest it should have been awkward and uncomfortable.  We were meeting almost everyone in 

person for the first time, barring Christo and Lana whom we had met before, and we should have 

felt like newbies. Furthermore, Kingfisher is not a naturist resort so the staff are fully clothed and so, 

despite the fact that they are "naturist friendly" I would have expected us to find that issue adding 

an extra level of discomfort. Not so!  We were one of the first to arrive, our clothes were off as soon 

as our bags hit the floor and we were champing at the bit to meet our fellow members!  

 

KZNNA is still in the early stages of growing a good solid membership base, and, as a consequence, 

our weekend gathering was a small and intimate affair of less than 20 people, which made for some 

quality interaction, great conversation and proper relationship building. The weather, so typical of 

KZN spring, alternated between sun and rain, and so we found ourselves trapped in more than one 

downpour while making our way between the beach and the Lodge.  If you haven't experienced a 

tropical thunderstorm, outside, naked in the warm rain, then trust me, add it to your bucket list.  It is 

a naturistic highlight!  Friday night saw us experiencing our chairman, Wayne's self-made and, let me 

tell you, fantastic vegetarian Indian cuisine which may or may not have been eclipsed by Saturday 

nights braai, depending on which side of the dietary fence you sit. Between the rainfall, sunshine 

and night-time gatherings were activities such as frequent Mpenjati nude beach visits, walks and 

swims; games of croquet; swimming; nude quiz games (Richard Osman's House of Naked Games!); 

lumo body painting; arts and crafts; cooking; watching Springbok rugby (victorious); Naked Yoga; and 

a really, lovely, Naturist morning prayer and Bible reading on Sunday morning.  So much was 

squeezed into such a short time and yet the whole weekend was about as relaxed as a holiday could 

possibly be.   

I remain convinced that naturism results in healthier people, and healthier getaways are a by-

product. It seems so blatantly obvious to me that my body benefits from naturism that I suppose I 

often don’t challenge my own assumption too much or look too closely. I don’t need to. I know the 

answer, and (spoiler alert!) … it is YES! They are real!  Vitamin D and Serotonin levels are increased 

by increased exposure to sunlight, increased physical activity and increased oxygen intake. Sound 

familiar? Naturism! That may actually be one of the big factors - the chemical reason why we enjoy 

naturism. Simply put, naturism literally MAKES us happy!  Being happy with a bunch of other nice 

people who enjoy being happy in the same clothes-free way is just a huge added bonus, and people 

are catching on! The last couple months have seen a welcomed surge in new members and people 

expressing interest. 

Here's hoping the next KZNNA gathering is soon and just as welcoming. 
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From Dale of GNA 

Long-time no see, greetings from all of us here at GNA (Gauteng Naturist Association) WOW what a 

year it has been from lock down level 5 to an awesome level 1, where we can now all get together 

and have some fun times. to all our members we want to thank you for still supporting our naturist 

resorts and having a ball and to our new commers we welcome you to the family, we are all 1 big 

happy family with over 710 members and counting. We have some awesome news. The big bash is 

almost here with an awesome line up from a street braai to an evening of dancing and prizes, it will 

be held at Sun Eden in Pretoria in the Dinokeng Game Reserve area oh and just so by the way, they 

just got a 3-star rating YIPPY, will done SunEden. 

SO, TO ALL OUR NEWBIES AND NEW-COMMERS WHAT WHO AND WHAT IS GNA? 

GNA is the Gauteng Naturist Association and a member of SANNA, the South African National 

Naturist Association which is a member of the INF, the International Naturist Federation. We strive 

to create a happy and safe community where all like-minded naturists can get together in a safe and 

healthy environment. We have two main resorts, one called SunEden that is in the Pretoria area and 

gives 20% discount to all paid up GNA members all year round on camping and day visitor’s and 10% 

discount on safari tents. They offer camping and chalets. This is also where the big bash will be held. 

The second resort is called Bird of Paradise that offer 10% discount on all day fees as well as 

accommodation for paid up GNA members and they are situated in Vanderbijlpark. Remember once 

you are a fully paid up GNA member you will receive your GNA membership card. 

GNA MEMBERS FEEDBACK 

We recently asked our GNA members if they could, in a few words, tell us why they are GNA 

members. We received the following from Korstiaan Schipper, one of our members, who we feel put 

it very beautifully: 

“The reasons are simply myriad. I am a member of GNA because I wholeheartedly believe in and 

subscribe to the values, objectives and directives of GNA, being the well-managed governing body 

that it is. It further promotes the interests of all Naturists, both as a collective group (Naturists = 

Naturism), but also individually, myself included. And of course, it (GNA) is a really great platform to 

meet, communicate and socialize with like-minded free-thinking individuals, that follow and enjoy 

the Naturism lifestyle in a responsible way. Many more reasons could be given, but at the end of the 

day, membership provide Naturists (collectively and individually) with a unified voice, a strong 

impetus, that not only changes the negative and unfounded stigmas attached to the lifestyle, but 

also promote the lifestyle as the positive and healthy way of living that it is. Membership of GNA, as 

with the other Provincial Naturist Associations, including the National- and International 

Associations, helps to normalize Naturism/Nudism in society, something which I am really proud to 

be associated with.”  

Thank-you Korstiaan. 
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It’s almost time for The BIG BASH Book now before it’s too late  

Camping is almost full remember  

Day visitors are welcome. 

Please RSVP/BOOK with Maria  

Email her at reception@suneden.com   

Visit us at www.gna.org.za 

Instagram: gna_southafrica 

Facebook: Gauteng Naturist Association 

Twitter: @GautengNaturist  

 

 

Chairman’s Note 

HI for those who don’t know me my name is Dale Terry.  

I am in the fortunate position to have a great MANCO (Management Committee) with Emilia Fourie 

who is Vice Chairperson, Elna McKenzie who is Treasurer, Henry McKenzie who does I.T., Yani De 

Klerk who is Secretary and Iszie Knobel who does Events. 

We have had a wonderful year, we have also had a great growth in GNA with an approximate 30% 

growth in membership since Jan 2020. We are growing all the time. It’s also great to see many 

dormant members coming back and being more involved. 

Our Telegram events group has over 150 people on it with some very interesting conversations at 

times. 

I would like to invite all SANNA members to the annual GNA BIG BASH, please come to say Hi. 

For now, GNA wishes everyone a great and healthy 2022  
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WOMEN IN NATURISM - SOUTH AFRICA BY LANA OF WIN 

Earlier in 2021, Lofty and Amanda were approached by Linda Weber of the American 

Association for Nude Recreation-West (AANR-West) regarding the possibility of finding a 

representative for Women in Naturism in South Africa. Lofty approached me in July in this 

regard, and without any hesitation, I agreed to become the representative for Women in 

Naturism South Africa (WIN) because I am supported by SANNA and I know that I have the 

back-up of all naturist lovers. 

I was soon in contact with Linda and we decided on a date in August, to do the first Women 

in Naturism Coffee Chat via Zoom. Soon the flyer (advert) was out and spread all over social 

media. 

I had an overwhelming response to the advert, and I knew the first WIN Coffee Chat was 

going to be a success. There were over 30 ladies who showed interest and the link was sent 

to them. We had about 18 ladies from all over South Africa who connected via Zoom. Linda 

was the host and she told us a lot about Naturism/Nudism in America.  

After what we felt was a successful Coffee Chat we decided to carry on and have a Coffee 

Chat every 2nd month (for now). The next Coffee Chat was arranged for late October where 

we had Donna Price from British Naturism as guest speaker.  

The next Coffee Chat will be late January or early February 2022. You don’t want to miss out 

on this one as we will have a very special guest speaker. 

As these Coffee Chats are for women only, specifically South African Women, no men are 

allowed to join. The way we prevent that, is that the participants must join with video for us 

to ensure that it is not a man who is maybe trying to log in. This is for security reasons, 

especially for women who are not fully into naturism, and want to learn more about our 

awesome lifestyle.  

Everyone is also muted during the chat to prevent talking while the host or guest speaker is 

talking. The ladies are asked to post any questions and/or comments in the “chat” section. 

This is then handled as they appear. This seems to work very well. The Coffee Chats lasts 

around 1 hour.  

I can be followed on Twitter - @LanaBothma 

If you want, you can also follow Linda on Twitter to see all the amazing things she does for 

naturism - @TrueBlueNude 

Be on the lookout for our next Zoom Coffee Chat flyer that will be posted soon. Hope to see 

you then.  

 

Stay Good Stay Nude 

Lana Bothma 

Women in Naturism Representative. 
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SunEden Has a new Mission and Vision Statement by Lofty of SunEden 

Mission 

To promote and grow naturism in a safe environment where naturists from all walks of life 

can experience the exhilaration and freedom of being able to be themselves, in the nude, 

without judgement or prejudice. 

Vision 

To grow our resort into a sustainable financially viable facility of local and international 

appeal and to place SunEden at the top of the list of best naturist resorts worldwide. 

 

SunEden was established in August 1995 – 26 years ago. The farm only had a small 

storeroom and a water tank but no houses. Today we have 46 houses with only 4 more to 

be built before we reach our maximum number of houses permitted which is 50. All the 

houses have a thatch roof and brick walls. All building plans need to be approved by both 

the SunEden Board of Directors and by the Tshwane Municipality. 

Over the past 26 years, almost every year, new facilities were built at SunEden and we now 

have the following facilities: 

1. Improved technology with Online Bookings and Wi-Fi. See BOOK NOW on our website 

www.suneden.com . See which accommodation is available online and book there and then.  

2. A world-class outdoor Swimming Pool with upmarket loungers and under water loungers. 

3. A Pool Lapa and Pool Pub. 

4. The EdenSpa with an Indoor Heated Pool, a Steam Sauna and an Infrared Sauna. 

5. A Bare Boma Fire Pit with built-in braais. 

6. The Kraaines Convenience Shop. 

7. The Bosveld Lapa Main Pub and Dance Hall. 

8. The SunCafe Restaurant which is privately owned.  

9. Deluxe Accommodation (14 Units). 

10. Standard Accommodation (5 Units).  

11. Budget Accommodation (5 Units).  

12. Basic Accommodation (7 Units). 

http://www.suneden.com/
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13. A Caravan Park with Ablutions and Kitchen facilities.  

14. Norman’s Bird Hide which is partly completed. 

15. A Pitch and Putt Golf Area which is partly completed but being used. 

16. Game Drives in the SunRover.  

17. More than 14 Blesbokke. 

18. More than 10 Njalas. 

19. More than 10 Impalas. 

20. Grey Duikers. 

20. Various other animals including Bush Babies, Banded Mongoose, Porcupines, Likkewaan   

and Scrub Hares.   

21. More than 100 types of birds including more than 50 White Faced Whistling Ducks. 

22. Walking Paths. 

23. Canoes on the Dam. 

24. A Garden Chess Set. 

25. A trampoline for Children. 

26. Couples and Singles Massages on The Island (only on busy weekends). 

27. Naked Yoga on The Island (only on busy weekends).  

Apart from the facilities mentioned above, we plan to upgrade the Bosveld Lapa Main Pub 

and Dance Hall in the next few years. There is a demand for a world class dance area and 

pub and we want to offer world class entertainment in future.  

In the past year, the staff situation has changed and so you will notice younger faces and a 

new energy which creates a different atmosphere at SunEden. 

Many of our guests have been pleasantly surprised by the improvements – please visit the 

resort and see for yourself.  
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WCNA Terminates their membership of SANNA - December 2021 

 
It is with great sadness that SANNA has received a letter from WCNA stating their intention 

to withdraw from SANNA. 

 

The letter of resignation received from WCNA was sent following a decision at their AGM to 

withdraw from SANNA and INF membership as from 1 January 2022. They gave various 

reasons for their decision. 

In light of the above: 

If not a member of SANNA is like being excluded from the naturist family. The SANNA 

Management Committee (Manco) is made up of the chairmen and vice-chairmen of all the 

current provincial associations (GNA, WCNA and KZNNA). Everybody is represented and 

SANNA is the umbrella association in South Africa and the voice for Naturism in South 

Africa. SANNA promotes naturism in South Africa and aims at keeping good relations with 

the International Naturist Federation (INF); this gives us an open channel to talk to all 

naturist federations across the world. We get newsletters and communications from all over 

the world. They face similar issues and problems as we do in South Africa and their 

communication helps us to deal with our issues here. 

SANNA and the provincial associations need funds with which to operate and promote 

Naturism in South Africa. The membership fee is an annual fee that compares favourably 

with any other social associations in the world. There are camping weekends, weekend-get-

togethers and yearly bashes organised for the naturists by the associations on an ongoing 

basis. There are resorts that allow up to 20% discount on camping if you belong to SANNA. 

These benefits attract new members and also get existing members to tell their friends 

about the great social nudity get-togethers which are held around the country. About 20% 

of each member’s annual membership fees goes to SANNA to run and maintain the national 

membership database and to pay for the hosting and maintenance of our websites and for 

affiliation fees to the INF (which is currently 60 Euro cents [€0.60 or about R10.]). 

The other role of SANNA is to guide and assist all the represented associations to abide by 

the code of conduct as well as the Constitution of SANNA and the Associations’ own 

constitutions. This is to ensure the uniform understanding and expression of Naturism in 

South Africa. 

Marketing of Naturism and attracting new members has always been top priority for SANNA 

and the provincial associations, one of the ways in which this done is by having Naturist 

Association websites (national and provincial) which have a similar look and feel to present 

a united face of naturism to the south African public. 

Increasing the numbers of members of the provincial associations which SANNA then speaks 

for, gives us naturists a louder voice to approach government (national, provincial and 

municipal) and tourism departments to lobby for more naturist venues such as beaches 

(Mpenjati on the South Coast, for example). If our membership figures are low, then we 
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don’t have the leverage to ask for such things. We need to work together in marketing and 

promoting naturism on all available platforms to increase membership. This is also the task 

of every provincial association to have this point as a priority and GOAL. 

Current membership needs to be documented and kept on a central database to show our 

membership numbers as they increase. We need to keep track of each provincial 

association’s figures and to see where we as SANNA can assist. This database is also used to 

keep record of blacklisted members who do not conform to the code of conduct and 

constitution. 

All Provincial members can contact SANNA (Chairman@sanna.org.za) if there are any 

concerns or issues with decisions which their Association has made.  

Any WCNA member who wishes to stay a member of SANNA can contact us to assist with 

membership of an Association. 

LASTLY - All provincial association members are members of SANNA, the chairperson and 

vice chairperson of each of these Associations serves on the SANNA Manco. We all need to 

stand together and resolve issues that we don’t agree with in order to promote and 

enhance the naturist lifestyle. 

 

REMEMBER - SANNA is all of us, not just an elite few trying to grow Naturism in South 

Africa.  

Christo Bothma 

SANNA Chairman 
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My Awakening as a Single Woman Naturist by Emelia Fourie (GNA) 
 
Where do I begin my story ...? Do I say I grew up in a very conservative Afrikaans home or do 
I say that I have lived the best life ever and lie to everyone? 
 
Walking around naked was always taboo and I remember reading the back page of the 
Rapport newspaper all those years ago and thinking wow, this Beau Brummel guy, he must 
be upsetting a lot of people with all his going-ons. Something there must have stuck in the 
back of my mind. 
 
Fast forward many years later and I felt like I was standing all alone in this world, I was 
divorced, and I had no friends left. It really is an awakening when you have the time and 
freedom to do whatever you want. So, I got an invitation to visit Sun Eden. I am sure many 
people have their first visits there as it so popular, and with the tenacity to always challenge 
myself out of my comfort zones, I accepted. 
 
To be brutally honest the first day as a nudist was not easy, I felt self-conscious and had this 
feeling that people were probably staring at me. That was not the case at all, once I realised 
that nobody cares about my outside but more about the person inside, I felt at home. The 
amount of friends and the support that came from them through the last few years has been 
amazing to say the least, we laugh together, we cry together, and most of all we lie in the 
sun together :-) 
 
The other thing I noticed almost immediately is that I suddenly have a “new” body 
consciousness. I love how, when I close my eyes, I can feel the sun rays. I love how I don’t 
feel as cold, even in winter, with nothing on my skin. My body is a machine that regulates its 
heat, way better naked than with all the artificial layers we pile onto ourselves. My favourite 
thing is walking around when the world wakes up and feeling as though I am indeed one 
with nature. You can actually feel a breeze playing around your body, and you can jump into 
a pool of water and feel like you are floating. No restrictions, no costume and no self-
consciousness. 
 
I can also say to any lady out there still wondering about it. Never in my life have I felt safer 
than at the resorts. I have been protected and looked after, and for that I am forever 
grateful. 
 
Naturism brings me peace when the world gets too much, it brings me friends who asks for 
nothing but my company and most of all it has made me make peace with myself. I am 
enough, I am a naturist, I don’t have to ask for permission. 
 
Post Script: Naturism has brought into my life a partner who is a fellow naturist. Let the 
adventure continue! 
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Writings from Fellow Naturists 

Nudity is truth. Nudity is sincerity. It allows us to see beyond social class and 

pretension, of which clothing is always an indicator. Paradoxically, nudity helps us 

see past gender, of which, again, clothing is always an indicator and even an 

exaggerator. And nudity encourages us not only to express ourselves unabashedly, but 

also to openly receive and understand the honest expressions of others.” 

Christopher Ross    Assistant Professor of Philosophy, Gulf Coast University 

“Designated clothes-free areas for learning are the best solution for understanding our 

humanity. Professional studies have shown that language, movement, and sensation are all 

interrelated in the brain’s processing. Since nudity gives us greater freedom of sensation and 

movement, then language, as well, enjoys a greater freedom in the brain’s processing if 

you’re nude. Language is basic for learning, so what all this means is that if you’re nude 

you’re open to learning on a more profound level.”  Angela Saucedo 
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Please watch the Bird of Paradise promotional video at this link below: 

 

My Movie Birds.mp4
 

 

 

Taking it all off promotes body acceptance, 

naturist resort owner says 

Stéphane Deschênes is the owner of Bare Oaks Family Naturist Park in East Gwillimbury 

and was recently elected the first ever Canadian President of the International 

Naturist Federation. 

Michele Weisz  

2 days ago  

•  

Stéphane Deschênes in his office at Bare Oaks Family Naturist Park. Michele Weisz/NewmarketToday 

 

When you have a conversation with Stéphane Deschênes you notice a lot of things about 

his appearance. 
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You notice his warm smile puts everyone around him at ease, how his eyes twinkle from 

behind his black-rimmed eyeglasses when he's describing his life's work, and of course 

there's that unforgettably fantastic and hard-to-miss, white handlebar moustache. 

What becomes unremarkable over the course of the conversation is that Deschênes is 

not wearing a stitch of clothing. 

And that, he said, is exactly the point. 

Deschênes is a long-time naturist. He has been the owner of Bare Oaks Family Naturist 

Park in East Gwillimbury since 2006 and was recently elected the first ever Canadian 

president of the International Naturist Federation — the 68-year-old international body 

joining federations from 40 countries.   

In his teens Deschênes would go skinny dipping in the evening when camping or at 

cottages. Because he was always "the instigator," he said, one friend jokingly referred to 

him as "the nudist." 

He thought to himself: "I don't know, maybe I am, maybe I should look into that." 

When he did, he discovered the many benefits of naturism. 

Naturists are not exhibitionists. They don't believe in disrobing for shock value. It's a 

"mindset," a way of life that teaches acceptance and respect for one's self and others, 

body positivity and appreciation for the environment, said Deschênes. 

Clothes are just a type of costume and when one strips away the pretences one is left 

feeling more comfortable with who they are, according to Deschênes. 

"Who do I want to look like today?  Who do I want to be? Only when you take it all off 

do you finally have to accept you as who you are. Only then do you realize that people 

like you for who you are and not because of who you are pretending to be." 

"The objective is not the nudity. Nudity is the tool that brings you to that self-acceptance 

and respect for others and tolerance," he said. 

It's for this reason and seeing "the the incredible diversity of the human body," that 

naturists tend to have a higher level of self-acceptance and a more body-positive 

attitude — particularly among women and girls — than non-naturists. 

Being without clothing allows individuals to see that the perceived 'perfect body' just 

doesn't exist, he said. 

"Everybody is unique. There is no ideal. There is no two that are alike. You're not wrong 

or bad in your body shape, you're just you." 
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A 2017 academic study led by Dr. Keon West in the UK concluded that naturism leads to 

an overall better body image and higher satisfaction with life.  Being around non-

idealized bodies reduces the pressure to achieve unrealistic ideals and promotes "a more 

realistic standard of physical attractiveness." 

Deschênes has long believed in this theory and it's one of the reasons he and his wife 

decided to raise their children in naturism. 

"Women are particularly hard-hit by society in terms of a beauty myth," he said, and 

though they went on to have sons, it was equally important to teach them to have 

confidence in themselves and to instill in them that there is no right or wrong with 

regard to bodies. 

"We wanted them to have a sense of what bodies are truly like before they get hit with 

all that porn that's so ubiquitous these days." 

As a result of having been raised as naturists, his now-adult sons (one of whom left the 

lifestyle but has since returned) have developed a better sense of self and a keen eye for 

recognizing who in their lives is authentic, said Deschênes. 

He understands that naturism is not for everyone and is always respectful of the lifestyle 

of others. He accepts the fact that as naturists "it always comes down on us to adapt," 

but it doesn't prevent him from having a sense of humour about it. 

Deschênes told of one instance when he and his family were invited to a friend's pool. 

Though it never occurred to him to swim without a bathing suit, the friend said "'we'd 

prefer if you wore a bathing suit in our pool.' I took that and went with it and said 'OK, so 

if you come to our place you won't wear any clothes to respect us?'" 

"Unfortunately we have to adapt in both situations because that's a default in society, it's 

a huge discomfort for people," he said. 

Being top-free in public has been legal in Ontario for three decades but female naturists 

don't tend to take advantage of it because rather than being seen as someone enjoying 

themselves outdoors, they would be perceived as someone who wants to stand out or 

who is trying to make a point and that, said Deschênes, isn't the point at all. 

"Despite three decades of having the right to do so it hasn't changed much. What 

controls (behaviour) is in society far more than laws is societal expectations," he said. 

Deschênes is not the type to force his views on others. He's passionate about the 

benefits of naturism but he understands that it can cause anxiety in some. 

He isn't looking to embarrass anyone or make them uncomfortable but if after speaking 

to him you forget that he's not clothed, well then, he's already made his point. 
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Book review - Cinema au Naturel 

Review by Brian Curragh 

There can be few as well qualified as Mark Storey to write this wonderful history of 

nudist/Naturist films. Mark is a lifelong Naturist, joining the Naturist Society (TNS) back in 

1988. He is a member of the Naturist Action Committee (NAC), where he has worked with 

the Naturist Educational Foundation (NEF), and has also been the editorial consultant of 

Nude and Natural magazine. He helped organize four TNS festivals, two clothing-optional 

jazz festivals, a Naturist-related film festival, and a theatrical production about nude beaches. 

As if that is not enough, his day job is teaching philosophy at Bellevue College in 

Washington State. 

Mark first published this book back in 2003 to a great reception and has now updated to a 

second edition. The book covers the nudist exploitation films that tantalised audiences from 

the 1930s through to the 1960s, but it is so much more than that since it looks at how these 

films were received by the nudist/Naturist community and how these communities used the 

medium of film to promote nudism/Naturism as a healthy lifestyle. 

This new edition updates the coverage to include films such as Act Naturally (2011) and 

Patrick (2019) - although these are classed not as exploitation films, demonstrating how the 

market has now moved on. 

The nudist film genre used the exploitation techniques of exposé and education and the 

classic nudist film had a number of common themes - it was usually set in a nudist ‘camp’ or 

‘colony’; it sought to apparently promote a nudist philosophy; they were relentlessly 

nonsexual - breasts and buttocks were fine but genitals or pubic hair would have classified 

the film as ‘obscene’. But the main aim was devoted to getting attractive naked women on 

screen - everything else was secondary. 

There were three types of exploitation film: the documentary, the fictional story and the 

dreaded compilation which endlessly rehashed random clips of naked women from any 

source and was always without context or any attempt at a story. One of the most popular 

storylines used in nudist exploitation films went as follows: an attractive female nudist 

introduces her female friend to nudism with the friend initially rejecting the idea but always 

coming round to love the nudist movement. The book covers the development of censorship 

on both sides of the Atlantic – Garden of Eden (1954) proved a test case which established 

the filmmakers’ rights to portray the nudist lifestyle. The film’s success, playing to packed 

audiences, prompted the 

UK film industry to respond with Nudist Paradise (1958) which included coverage of the 

1958 World Congress of Nudists at Woburn Abbey, albeit behind a fictional love story. The 

mid-1960s also saw the arrival of colour films, the increasing use of low budget models and 

strippers rather than genuine nudists and saw the end of the era as audiences moved to more 

challenging films for their entertainment. 

The move to age-related ratings for films in 1968, including the infamous ‘X’ category, 

effectively killed off the nudist exploitation film as full frontal nudity without the educational 

‘justification’ became the new model to attract audiences. But there were genuine Naturist 

films that did not follow the exploitation route - Michael Keatering - better known to UK 

Naturists as Edward Craven Walker - was to make Travelling Light (1958) which used a 
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Naturist cast from across Europe in an attempt to promote the Naturist lifestyle. Walker was 

to follow this with Sunswept (1961) and Eves on Skis (1963) before he moved on to invent 

the Lava Lamp and establish BDOC. 

Sometimes the films did get one thing right – “the sense of freedom and innocent fun of 

being nude outdoors with friendly people.” In the US, Garden of Eden was taken up by the 

American Sunbathing Association as a genuine vehicle to promote nudism as a healthy 

lifestyle choice while Educating Julie (1984) was endorsed by British Naturism - then known 

as CCBN. 

The book concludes by reviewing the story arc that nudist films have gone through from the 

films of the 1930s to 1960s, which increasingly moved towards the exploitation of female 

flesh, through the barren 1970s, when pornographers used their greater freedoms to make the 

nudist genre irrelevant, to the 1980s with nudist film makers finally using the new medium of 

video to begin to promote social nudity. The 1990s saw a glut of cheaply produced content 

before the arrival of the Internet suddenly made Naturists wary of being exposed in their 

lifestyle choice and reticent to appear on film. But the arrival of the iPhone and YouTube 

finally made it possible for anyone to become a Naturist film maker. 

Ending with Storey’s Top 20 nudist films - over a third of which are British - this is an 

excellent and complete retelling of the Naturist films from the 1930s through to the present 

day. I highly recommend it - and this is not only because it gives several favourable nods to 

British Naturism along the way. It is a fascinating, knowledgeable and very readable account 

of a vital part of our Naturist history. 
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PHUTHADITJABA NAKED LADIES HIKE by Sheryl from KZNNA 

 

In June 2021, Fana Lephaka of Refining Potential Training hosted a Naked Hike 

for Men. 

11 guys hiked naked in the Drakenberg foothills just 2km out of Phuthaditjaba 

in the Free State, at 2 degrees C. 

The men’s hike trended on social media giving rise to plenty of varied comment. 

Several women demanded a Ladies Naked Hike!  

On Friday 19th November, I drove up from Warner Beach to Phutaditjaba to join 

14 other women on the First Ladies Naked Hike. I read about it on Face Book 

after Wayne Jayes posted a link on our KZNNA Whats App group. 

When I thought I was lost, Fana kindly offered to send a guy with a 4x4 to collect 

me. Since I had already taken my A class down and back one of the worst parts 

of the track to the campsite, I said, thanks, let me try the rest of the way.  

My car made it over the ruts and rocks to 30 metres up the hill from where the 

4x4 was parked. Thanks G and L for your friendliness.  

This co-operation, kindness and friendliness was upheld throughout my stay by 

everyone there. 

The adventure venue, Thabane-Tsoana Tourism Site, is a small piece of land in a 

valley managed by a local woman and corporate escapee, Thalane Mofolo, aka 

Kgosatsana (Princess). 

Kgosatsana is the Delightful Determined Lady of the Thabane-Tsoana Tourisms 

Site, brave enough to host a group of women wanting and willing to go naked 

near a very conservative town! Well done Kgosatsana! 

Adding to the atmosphere, Kgosatsana goes everywhere on her blonde horse 

called Riverside!  

The home base “cave” under the overhang has dry stone kraal walls, two 

thatched stone huts, a waterfall of pure mountain water and San rock paintings. 

The view down the valley is superb. 

Fana organised a crew of helpful and friendly Tourism trainees as gofers. They 

carried all the gear up to our quarter, a sandstone overhang, and were up and 
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down the hill as needed. Some local guys visited on their horses with a little dog 

too. 

Fana was in touch with participants by phone until everyone had arrived well 

after 10 that night. The women chatted and shared their stories around the 

camp fire while waiting. 

The last 4 women arrived around 22h30 from Pretoria after a full day’s work. 

They were pitched right into the programme. After the last bit of road, a rutted 

dirt track (lucky they were in a miniature 4x4) they climbed the rough track up 

the hill to the cave in the dark still wearing city work clothes. Immediately they 

had to decide if they were doing the imminent fire walk and had choose an 

intent log for the fire. 

The women of this country want what they want. These women wanted to Fire 

Walk and hike naked the next day! Even one with a 2 month old baby felt the 

need for this life changing experience! 

Around 11 the exciting and fearful Fire Walk began. The women were so 

pumped, so thrilled and so willing to experience personal growth that almost 

everyone successfully completed the Fire Walk. I was “kissed by the fire.” 

After a refreshing drink of pure mountain water from the onsite waterfall, we 

went off to bed under the full moon. My tent companion, Emily, a super chilled 

sleeper put up with me tossing in my constricting sleeping bag. Thanks, my Tent 

Companion, for still being friendly in the morning. She said her children had her 

well trained to sleep next to restless sleepers. Moms. The things they live 

through and thrive on. 

In the morning, there was waterfall bounty for a basic hygiene routine.  

The Naked Hike had been scheduled for around 9h30. A change of plan saw us 

off before 7. 

The temperature was fresh for me: I live on the sub-tropical coast.  

Excited as teenage school girls the group of women were happily going off down 

the mountain together to get naked under the supervision of Coach Nozipho.  

We were electrical engineers, chemical lab technicians, teachers, journalists, 

financial asset consultants, trainers and coaches, daughter, sisters, mothers, 

grandmothers, friends. All of us all highly qualified and experienced in our 

careers, yet we were reverting to a natural state of innocence at the thought of 
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being naked and walking naked in the hills! The beautiful state of innocence of 

knowing you are doing something naughty and forbidden yet highly desirable 

and totally necessary for your own wellbeing.  

The Delightful Determined Princess on her horse led us on down the hill and 

stayed with us to show the way. She chivvied us when we were taking our time. 

The route to our destination is normally a public thoroughfare. Kgosatsana 

worked around keeping us safe and maintaining our privacy and allowing us to 

enjoy our adventure. 

We also had Coach Nozi (Nozipho means “Gift”) with us to ensure we were 

comfortable in doing what we were doing. 

Fana and his male security detail, in contact by 2 way radio, were out of sight.  

When we reached the Removal of Clothing Place, Coach Nozi first led us through 

a relaxation and calming process. 

Then we quickly stripped off, put our shoes, hats and backpacks on, then happily 

naked off down the road, chirping all the way, past the stone livestock area to 

the hilly grassland. Cow bells the background to our chirruping.  

Cold? not when you walking hard! The ladies were fit, young and excited. I’m old 

enough to mother some and grandmother others so keeping up meant walking 

hard. My companion in the back, to keep me safe, is one of the coaching crew 

from Refining Potential. It was her first naked hike too: she kept a friendly and 

professional demeanour and looked after me wonderfully. We didn’t even 

notice being naked we were so busy checking out the track through long grass. 

All the crew were at all times respectful and kind to their guests. Respect and 

kindness is the Refining Potential company ethos. Try growing emotionally in 

disrespectful environment: you will only grow fearful.  

By the time I reached the end point, stopping to catch my breath by looking at 

the dainty grassland flowers, the other hikers had already cleansed themselves 

in the mountain stream. This was part of the program. A light rinsing of the 

hands, face and feet…. 

Our wonderful women pushed themselves further.  

Last night they were walking on coals chanting: Ice Cold Fire! Ice Cold Fire! Ice 

Cold Fire! Ice Cold Fire!!! 
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Today, they immersed their entire bodies in the Ice Cold Mountain Stream 

Water! 

They reversed the Fire Walk Chant. It was now Hot Hot Water! Hot Hot Water, 

Hot Hot Water! Hot Hot Water!!! 

9 or 10 women in suspended belief sitting in HOT water created by their minds! 

My mind is less powerful. My coastal pool is still too cold for me and it’s 

November. Rinsing my feet in the stream wasn’t so pleasant. I couldn’t get 

further than my calves into the pool despite the jubilant encouragement of HOT 

HOT WATER! HOT HOT HOT HOT WATER!! 

My new sister daughter friends were in ecstasy at their achievement! They had 

walked the fire, they took off their clothes and walked in nature wearing only 

hats, shoes and backpacks. They felt powerful. They were powerful enough to 

overcome a lot of fears through focusing on inner belief and achieving a sense 

of self reliance. 

Naked we felt close to our ancestral mothers in the magical mountains. We 

became humans again. Naked and free of fear, free of the constraints of 

adulthood and of conformity. 

Many of the women came with intention to this camp wanting to free 

themselves of the restrictions and taboos around their body image. They wanted 

to love themselves and accept themselves as they are.  

They squealed, they sang, they become innocent children enjoying themselves 

in their own skin. It was a glorious experience to see such happy, contented and 

free women singing, splashing and raising their voices to the sky. 

 I’m glad to have been there with them enjoying their awakening. 

The First Naked Hike for Women wasn’t just about getting naked, it was about 

spiritual and emotional growth. Goal achieved.  

VERY IMPORTANT – I PAID FOR THIS EXPERIENCE – IT WAS NOT A FREEBIE 
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Vuna Valley Naturist Resort Port Edward by Ian and Licia 

The resort is nestled in a lush private 1 acre property in the beautiful town of Port Edward, just 5 

minutes from the closest beach, and 15 minutes from Mpenjati Nude beach. 
 

 

We have 7 newly renovated en-suite rooms a large bar with a pool table and lots of place to 

dance the night away. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There is also a fully equipped spacious communal kitchen where our guests can cook dinners 

and store their groceries in secure cupboard space. 
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Our sparkling pool will keep you cool on the hot days and our indoor jacuzzi will definately 

keep you entertained in the cool evenings. 
 

Contact us for any bookings on 076 840 4121. 
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Kiepersolkloof  
 
Attractions: 
Walking trails - Warthog, Dassie, Dove, Swimming pool, hot tub and Bus camp  
 
Accommodation 
Camping 
Manor house 
G&G 
Log cabin 
Sun village cottages 
 
For accommodation contact Magda - (082) 875-5991  
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Our visit to Vera Playa Spain by Chris Elliot 

 

In early September 2019 Karen and I spent a week at a resort called Vera Playa, a bit south of 

Alicante in Spain. We booked an apartment in the town of Vera. The first morning we set off 

to find the naturist area by driving a short distance along the road parallel to the beach. We 

knew that we had found the right place when we noticed people walking along the street 

naked. The whole suburb is reserved for naturists as well as a strip of beachfront about a 

kilometer long. The weather was warm, perfect for the beach. We settled near a beachfront 

cafe/pub under a sunshade and hired a couple of loungers. Spain is much cheaper than some 

other parts of Europe, and the drinks and tapas were very reasonable. 

It was quite mind blowing to see so many naturists all enjoying the beach and cafe. There 

were easily over a thousand naked people suntanning, walking along the beachfront and 

relaxing in the glorious sunshine. Nudity is completely legal in Spain and is embraced by the 

local population. There are also lots of foreign visitors to the resorts. In the naturist area at 

Vera Player are several resorts close to the beach with apartments and private pool areas, all 

naturist. There are also restaurants and shops in the immediate area for the use of the 

naturists. 

We spent a happy few days there before reluctantly driving back to Alicante and flying home 

with wonderful memories and a great tan. 
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Congratulations to the new WCNA Management Committee elected on 27 November 2021: 
 
Chairman:   Dirk Lourens. 
Vice Chairman:  Pierre du Plessis. 
Secretary:  Liz Roe. 
Treasurer:   Marthinus Pretorius. 
Events Co-ordinator: Wynand Versteeg. 
Additional members:  Lizelle Louw. 
   Julian Louw. 
   Carl Booysen 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The next World Naked Bike Ride Cape Town will be held on the 12th March 2022 please join Juanita. 
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KINGFISHER LAKESIDE RETREAT  
 
As the year comes to a close, it's time to reflect on the year that was.  2021 was not for the faint 
hearted to say the least.  The one thing for sure is it has taught us to appreciate our freedom more, 
nature, and our beautiful country.  That being said, we successfully hosted two groups of naturists 
this year with resounding success.  With a naturist friendly beach just a 10 min walk away, it makes 
Kingfisher Lakeside Retreat the perfect venue for a naturist friendly group booking.  We can 
accommodate 20 people comfortably.  If you can't make it in a group, book with us and enjoy 
yourself freely on the beach close by.  
 
The perfect venue for enjoying nature without clothing.   
 
Contact Malissa Barnard <kingfisherlakeside@gmail.com 
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